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Question 1. (20 points)
i) Firm raise very little capital through stock markets but much attention is still
given to stock market developments. Why can it be useful for management to
have shares traded at the stock market even though no, or very little, money
is raised that way?
ii) What further service does the secondary market provide and why is this
useful?
iii) Assume that there are two assets, A and B, in the market. What happens to
the price of asset A if asset B becomes more liquid while nothing happens to
asset A?
iv) Explain briefly what the main insight from the weak version of the efficient
market hypothesis is.
v) Explain briefly the concept of “Private benefits of control”.

Question 2 (10 points).
The resolution of the Swedish banking crisis in the early 1990’s has almost become
a “textbook model” of how to resolve such crises. Which were the three main
elements in the policies implemented in Sweden during the crisis?

Question 3.(20 points)
a) Explain briefly the difference between a liquidity problems and solvency problems
facing a bank.
b) Explain how liquidity problems can turn into a solvency problem.
c) Explain how fears of solvency problems can turn into a liquidity problem.
d) What are the most basic measures used to prevent banks from running into liquidity
problems and to help them if they do?
e) What is the main risk that these facilities create?
f)

In a column in the Financial Times, Alan Greenspan, former head of the Federal
Reserve Bank, discusses capital requirements. He states that “The buffer may
encompass expensive building materials whose earthquake flexibility is needed for
only a minute or two every century, or an extensive stock of vaccines for a feared
epidemic that may never occur. Any excess bank equity capital also would constitute
a buffer that is not otherwise available to finance productivity-enhancing capital
investment.” Briefly explain why you agree/do not not agree with Mr. Greenspan
here.

Question 4. (20 points)
i) A lender can potentially compensate for the riskiness of an investment by
raising the interest rate charged. Explain why this may not be possible in the
presence of asymmetric information between borrower and lender.
ii) Not so long ago, many investment banks were partnerships with unlimited
personal liability. Nowadays, they are usually listed on the stock market which
means that the owners have limited liability. Explain why such a shift in
industry structure can induce so called risk shifting into riskier assets.
iii) Explain why banks that are insolvent do not have an incentive to reveal this to
the public.
iv) Why can a delay in finding out that a bank is insolvent increase the cost of the
ultimate bankruptcy. Which actors will bear these costs?

